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Importance of topic 

• We know very little about the impact of competition 
on the provision of quality in empirical settings 

– Typically hard to obtain measures of quality 

 

• Beginning to see some work in marketing…. 

– Orhun, Chintagunta, and Venkataraman (2013) 

 

• Also has important implications for conducting market 
research in India 



Implications for research: Customer store choice 

• Drivers of store choice 
– Price 

– Assortment 

– Convenience (distance) 

 

• Others 
– Delivery 

– Credit 

– Order size 

 

• Understanding the effects of drivers on store choice 

• Role of switching costs due to the relationship - there are 
also pharmacy – doctor relationships? 



Implications of research: Retail competition 

• Price is one dimension along which retailers can respond 

• What happens to assortments being offered? 

– Appears that retailers are moving to higher quality offerings 

– (What do the assortments look like?) 

– (Do retailers know the quality of the products? Why raise quality if 
consumers don’t know quality?) 

 

• What happens to other dimensions or drivers? 

• Welfare implication of exit of mom & pop retailers 



Implications of research: Product 

• How familiar are consumers with the various products 
available in the market? 
– (How many manufacturers, prices, qualities?) 

 

• How do consumers learn about product quality? 

 

• How familiar (aware of) are physicians with the 
products? How do they learn? Do some prescribe only 
products of certain manufacturers (e.g., Dr. Reddy’s …..)? 

 

• (How sensitive are health outcomes to deviations from IP 
observed in the data?) 



Implications of research: Pricing 

• In this case, observed price changes happen at retail 

 

• What happens to prices at other levels of the channel? 
– Wholesale prices? 

– Manufacturer prices? 

– (What are the margins for products and how do they vary? 
Differential passthru by treatment & control retailers?) 

 

• Broader issue of MSRP and how retailers in India tend 
to stick to them 
– Pre-announcing amount of discount (10%) allows consumer 

to make the appropriate tradeoffs in store choice 



General implication of Market Research 

• Using mystery shoppers as a way to collect data 

 

• In general, obtaining data in some countries is 
difficult 

 

• Despite some drawbacks, promising way to collect 
data in the absence of well established Nielsens and 
IMSs 



Conclusions 

• Very interesting work 

 

• Lots of implications for research 


